Spikettes Finish with Flourish

by Mike Pietak

With a precision typical of all the Harriers, both teams put the season to rest on Saturday. The pace was set by the Spikettes, who won the 4x100m with both the 5'11" and 6'1" heights.

The Spikettes started with a perfect baton exchange and a strong lead.

The first leg was run by Ann-Marie Smith, followed by Jennifer Fralick, then Stephanie Forster, and finallyby Karen Cunningham.

This was the first time in a year that the Spikettes had won the race.

A Piece of Pie

The Season That Wasn't

by Mike Pietak

It was the final day of practice for the varsity football team and the championship game was just six days away. The season ended on a sour note for the Danes, who had gone 4-5 and just missed the FCS playoffs.

The Danes lost to Ithaca in the final game of the season, ending their hopes for a second straight championship.

The similarities between the two teams are worthy of note. Both had been playing well before the game, but one was able to pull away and win.

On the road, the Danes fell to 4-5—their first losing season as a varsity team.

The co-captain had been in a deep state of depression but was able to pull himself together and lead the Danes to victory.

The coach cited Burns' performance as "one of his best races ever." The seventh and last Dane runner in the game.

So-So Season

by Rich Goldberg

The 1974 football season was charged with record-breaking performances and unexpected outcomes. The ECAC had hosted an exciting finish, with the final game being held in Albany.

The similarities between the two teams are worthy of note. Both had been playing well before the game, but one was able to pull away and win.

The coach cited Burns' performance as "one of his best races ever." The seventh and last Dane runner in the game.

The co-captain had been in a deep state of depression but was able to pull himself together and lead the Danes to victory.

The coach cited Burns' performance as "one of his best races ever." The seventh and last Dane runner in the game.

Spikettes' Meryl Weinberg makes an over-the-shoulder return in third game of Cobleskill match, Wednesday. The Harriers led the game but were forced to win with only one minute left on the clock.
WASHINGTON (AP) President Ford told his aides that Carter was doing a "simply marvelous" job of conducting a national campaign in which aides to the former vice president and high-ranking Democrats in Congress say they are completely out of touch. The White House said yesterday that Carter's performance was "absolutely fantastic." Ford's statement, according to a transcript of the conversation obtained by the Associated Press, came after a series of meetings in which aides to the President and Carter discussed the possibility of a meeting between the two men. Carter's campaign manager, David Duggan, said the meeting would be a "great opportunity for the two men to get together and discuss some of the major issues of the campaign."

The meeting was set for Oct. 25, a day before the second presidential debate, which is scheduled for Oct. 26.

"I think it's important that the two men get together and discuss some of the major issues of the campaign," Duggan said. "Carter has been extremely successful in the first debate, and I think it's important that Ford meet with him and discuss some of the issues."
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Students Doubt Validity of Warren Commission Report

On the 15th anniversary of the death of President John F. Kennedy, assassination theories are an increasingly popular topic of interest. Students at many college campuses are expressing a growing interest in the assassination of the President. Some believe that the Warren Commission report, which concluded that Lee Harvey Oswald acted alone, is not authoritative or totally valid.

The findings of a recent nationwide survey of college newspaper editors show that a growing number of students are skeptical of the conclusions drawn by the Warren Commission.

Co-Ed Burns In Jeopardy

BURBANK—A California state college is considering dropping its co-educational policy.

The decision comes as the college faces budget cuts and increased focus on reducing costs. The college administration is considering the possibility of eliminating co-ed programs and focusing on gender-specific courses and activities.

Thanksgiving Customs Change

Thanks giving Customs Change

The Pilgrims weren't the first English settlers on the east coast of America to observe Thanksgiving. The Native Americans had been celebrating a harvest festival for centuries. The day was established as a national holiday in 1863 by Abraham Lincoln.

Cap A of old traditions fell out. From Thanksgiving boxes to the now familiar turkey dinner, the holiday has gone through many changes.
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Orders received by Dec 15, 1976 will be delivered before Christmas.
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Open to Students

The College of the City of New York is proud to announce the availability of a new course in the field of business education. This course is designed to provide students with a solid foundation in the principles and practices of business management. Students will learn about the role of business in society, the importance of ethical decision-making, and the use of technology in business operations.

Mooney Makers Service A company located in the heart of the East Village, Mooney Makers has been helping out with the needs of the East Village community for over 20 years. They offer a wide range of services, from fixing appliances to delivering food to those in need. Their dedication to helping others has earned them a loyal customer base.

FACELIFTING MARS

As the name suggests, FACELIFTING MARS is a company that specializes in designing and building facelifts for the planet Mars. Their goal is to provide Mars with a new look, one that is more aesthetically pleasing and functional. FACELIFTING MARS has already completed several projects on Mars, including the installation of new infrastructure and the development of new technologies.

ZODIAC NEWS

Billionaires

In this era of ogre capital, foyer magazines with quotes from the rich, a barrage of billboards... According to the newly released public relations, the death of Bernard Hughes and J. Paul Getty, two of the world’s richest men, will leave a significant impact on the world economy. The two massive billionaires have been facing a lot of criticism for their extravagant lifestyles and their lack of concern for the well-being of the general public.

Many writers have turned to the small press market after their former ventures were thwarted by the establishment that refused to publish their work. Facing a difficult commercial press market, Bemikow says: "...it is an opportunity, not a failure." The writers have chosen to publish their work through this medium, and now, all of the admitted cuckoos who need to express their abraded ideas... this insanity is universal.

Many women have turned to the small press market after their former ventures were thwarted by the establishment. The women writers have faced a brick wall in the public market. "We are ignored or uncondoned as by male small presses" says Marilyn Zuckerman of the Alex Jones Press. As a result, women's presses have developed around the country. The American Library Association recently held a conference in Baltimore and the now defunct "Suffragette" held a conference on women's publishing.

Many women writers have chosen to publish their work through the small press market. "Women's" presses have faced a brick wall in the public market. "We are ignored or uncondoned as by male small presses" says Marilyn Zuckerman of the Alex Jones Press. As a result, women's presses have developed around the country. The American Library Association recently held a conference in Baltimore and the now defunct "Suffragette" held a conference on women's publishing.

MOON MAKES WAVES

A company headed by the Kestutis Biurotis, Moon presents his company's mission: "Moon has formed a major part of the East Coast Co-operative business..." The company, named the "Moon" Cooperative Company, has been helping up about the needs of the East Coast Co-operative business.

Moom makes waves in the field of business by taking up the cause of the small shop of Moon and by forming a major part of the East Coast Co-operative business. The company, named the "Moon" Cooperative Company, has been helping up about the needs of the East Coast Co-operative business.

Are you ready to migrate to Mars? A company founded by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration has prepared a feasibility study which concludes that the red planet could be turned into a new planet for the human race. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration has prepared a feasibility study which concludes that the red planet could be turned into a new planet for the human race.

The company says it wants to exploit the site with human colonists. The company, named the "Moon" Cooperative Company, has been helping up about the needs of the East Coast Co-operative business.
By EDMOND BLACK
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An International Festival

By DR. SANGUINO

The elements that form a good
classical performance are: musical
talent, virtuosity, technical precision,
and musical expression. The
Olympia SEP electric typewriter
versatile_durable_portable

The Manhattan Trio Misses Mark

By STEPHEN EISENBERG

The Manhattan Trio, a group of
three top-notch musicians,
recently performed at the
Albany Student Press.

The best path towards revolution,
Baraka traced the need for a new
classical tradition in music. He
claimed the Party abandoned its one
and only goal when it became too
interested in establishing a
Communist party in the USA.
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The welfare and safety of these students are at risk. Approximately 4,000 students live in your city. I will not tolerate any local buildings, do not meet the code for student housing. There is a building at 48 A Dove Street, as well as other local buildings, that do not meet the housing code. We are asking for your help to prove and enforce its housing codes and to take action to remedy the situation.

Erastus Coming.

-You for what you are!

Our local authorities clearly seem to lack zeal and are in need of reform. They have failed to take action on this issue, and we, the Enlightened Student Association, are calling for your help to bring about change.

But I said conspiracy didn't I? Oh, yes! Conspiracy to bring about change. The government, which is supposed to protect the people and show the same faith and concern towards us, is not living up to its responsibilities. All we ask from you is to show the right course of action.

We wish to preserve the rich historical heritage of our city and bring a civil suit for the apparent negligence of these landlords. We have seen the truth, and shall unite in the effort to bring about change.

But now we come, the time to act is now. We need your help to bring about change.

Dollars For Dwellings

Twenty thousand dollars of Student Association funds have been earmarked for Student Dwellings, Inc., and will be used for other purposes to purchase and renovate a building or two for student housing. This is a significant step towards addressing the housing crisis that many students face. I strongly urge you to take this opportunity to support student housing by doing your part. If you cannot give monetarily, please consider volunteering your time and expertise.

An equal investment in time and effort could also be made. If student housing is to be a success, it must be done in conjunction with other housing and with other housing problems. The O-Campus Student Association has created whole systems to serve these students. This should be expanded to include twenty-four-hour emergency information and services.

Dollars For Dwellings remains a problem. The university is incapable of housing all its students, and we are unable to make a permanent solution.

Student Dwellings is a project that should have come from the administration, but SA presently has available funds; the university does not.

Student Dwellings also represents a commitment to the community by SA, showing the people of Albany that even students may come and go, they are willing to make a permanent commitment in the city.


Don't be a Ski Casualty!

THINK SNOW

by Ralph Bakshi

Creator of "FAZIT THE CAT"

and "HEAVY TRAFFIC"

Ralph Bakshi will be bringing his new movie WIZARDS which is to be released in February.

Wizards is a tale of Sword and Sorcery in the year 2 million A.D.

WORLD PREMIERE!!!

Wed. Dec. 1
9:00 p.m.

Tickets will be available beginning Thur., Nov. 18 at 10 a.m. in the S.R. Contact Office.
**SPORTS BRIEFS**

**GOLF**

HONG KONG (AP) The United States needed a final-round margin of nine strokes to take the World Cup of Golf title in Hong Kong Open invitational golf championship at the Hong Kong Golf Club. Japan’s Chiyo Iwamoto and Japan’s Chiyo Iwamoto finished second and third.

**MEXICO CITY** Toluca’s Fred Gutierrez of Mexico defeated Argentina’s Jorge Ayala 6-3, 7-6, 6-4 and won the $50,000 Mexican Open tournament.

**AUTO RACING**

WEMBLEY, England (AP) Tony Roche upset countryman and defending champion Peter Gethin 6-3, 6-2, 6-4 and won the Men’s Tennis Championship at Wembley.

**TENNIS**

ONTARIO, Calif. (AP) David Pearson of Spartanburg, S.C., drove his Mercedes-Benz 300 SEL 6.8 to victory in the W. 24 Hours of Le Mans race. Toyota’s Taruski, which led early in the race, finished second. Ford, Mercedes-Benz, and Porsche were third.

**SPORTS BRIEFS**

**African Tennis**

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) Nigerian tennis player Babatunde Osotimehin won the $50,000 South African Open championship. He defeated South African tennis player Peter Kramer 6-3, 6-3, 6-4 in the final.

**GOLF TOURNEYS**

ONTARIO, Calif. (AP) Ray Arrino of Des Moines, Iowa, and Gaylon Simon of Benton Harbor, Mich., were tied for the lead after the second round of the U.S. National Open Golf Championship held at Woodcliff 68.
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Swimmers Take Fourth In Relay Tournament

Second Best Finish Ever; Coast Guard Victorious

By Andy Flessman

The Seventeenth Annual Giant Swim Tournament and Orienteering were held this year at SUNY at Albany. The event was held on October 15th.

Albany's 65 points in the enterprise gave them their two-time title by a margin of 16 points. The second place team was Dartmouth, with 49 points. The third place team was Harvard, with 41 points. The fourth place team was Brown, with 39 points.

The event was conducted under the supervision of Coach W. J. M. O'Connell, who has been in charge of the event for the past five years.

The tournament consisted of two parts: the water-based competition and the orienteering competition.

The water-based competition included events such as the backstroke, butterfly, breaststroke, and freestyle.

The orienteering competition consisted of a series of cross-country runs, designed to test the abilities of the swimmers in terms of speed, endurance, and strategy.

The tournament was attended by athletes from various colleges and universities, including SUNY at Albany, Dartmouth, Harvard, Brown, and many others.

The event was a great success, with many participants expressing their satisfaction with the organization and the quality of the competition.

The Swimmers' team, under the guidance of Coach W. J. M. O'Connell, worked hard to prepare for this event.

The team included some of the best swimmers in the college, who have consistently demonstrated their skills and abilities in previous tournaments.

The team's success in this event was a testament to their hard work, dedication, and determination.

The Swimmers' team was able to achieve their second best finish ever, coming in second place with 49 points.

The Coast Guard team, on the other hand, came in first place with 65 points, establishing themselves as the dominant team in this event.

The tournament was not just about winning, however. It was also an opportunity for the swimmers to meet and interact with their peers from other institutions, share their experiences, and build lasting connections.

The tournament was a great success, and the organizers are already looking forward to next year's event. They hope to continue improving the competition and expanding its reach to include more colleges and universities.
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